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Abstract— Medical study has revealed that people set a bigger possibility of countering free radicals and warding off illness by 

consumption of healthy foods and by increasing their resistant system. Due to the poor eating habits people suffer from many diseases. In 

the current scenario fast food become important food in daily routine because it is effortlessly available but taking fast food in routine may 

cause for disease like heart attack, diabetics etc. Healthier diets help us to maintain our health and keep us away from many diseases. For 

better recovery from diseases or surgery etc individual have special needs according to their medical profile, cultural backgrounds and 

nutrient requirements. Design and implementation of healthy diet recommendation system is based on web data mining which is the 

application of data mining technique help us to determine pattern from web. In terms of accuracy and time performance analysis of 

recommendation system using two decision tree learning algorithm ID3 and C4.5 and apply it on healthy diet appl ication. 

Index Terms— Data mining, decision tree, eating system, healthy diet, web data mining, ID3, C4.5, bagging. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

In a machine learning process the classification can be de-
scribed as a supervised learning algorithm. Data records are 
belong to class on the bases of knowledge of class it assign a 
class labels to data to co- design and co develop software and 
hardware, and hence, such components. However, incorpora-
tion of that deal with knowledge extraction from database 
records and prediction of class label from unknown data set of 
records. We can define classification is a development in 
which specified set of data records is separated into training 
and test data sets. For validating the model we required the 
test data record and for constructing the classification model 
training data set is required. The constructed classification 
model is used for classifying and predicting new data set 
records. These new data set records are different from training 
and test data set. For getting higher classification accuracy or 
accurate prediction we required a prior knowledge of the class 
label data record which makes attribute selection effortless. 
For higher classification accuracy supervised learning algo-
rithm (like classification) is preferred to unsupervised learning 
algorithm (like clustering). In current scenario, data mining 
technology has been widely used in education, real estate, 
stocks, health care and other fields. A number of widespread 
classification algorithms used in data mining and decision 
support systems is: neural networks, logistic regression, Deci-
sion trees etc. Among these classification algorithms decisiont-
ree algorithms is the most frequently used because of it is ef-
fortless to understand and cheap to implement  
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         Fig1. Healthy diet system architecture 

2 HEALTHY DIET RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM 

2.1 Data Collection 

In the data collection and preprocessing web server data base 

contains two types of data base one is content data base that 

contain the information like user information and other types 

of data and second is the server log data base for recording the 

HTTP transaction (log records).Data collection or data acquisi-

tion module collect data from the external web atmosphere to 

provide resources and material for the latter data mining. 

From the web environment the data source we get the web 
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pages data, hyperlinks data and history data of user visiting 

log. Data collection module composed by three independent 

processes that are data collection, data selection, data search. 

2.2Data Preprocessing 

Data preprocessing mainly renovate and progression the 

source data acquired in data collection phase and construct the 

data warehouse of associated themes to generate basic plat-

form for data mining process. Data preprocessing is prepara-

tion for data mining and it mainly includes data scrubbing, 

data integration, data conversion, data reduction, 

etc...Basically in the data preprocessing step convert the data 

into the form which is accepted by the data mining algorithm. 

 

2.3 Information Filtering 

Information filtering is the main step of the recommendation 

system. In the existing association rules are applied in the con-

tent base filter. In the performance analysis of healthy diet 

recommendation system, introduced a new architecture based 

on data mining algorithm for constructing a healthy diet re-

commender system. A healthy diet recommender system is an 

intermediary program (or an agent) with a user interface that 

automatically and intelligently extracts the useful information 

of people‘s eating habit which suits an individual‘s needs. 

Figure shows the process in the information filter. 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2 Information Filtering 

CONTENT BASED FILTER: The content-based filtering 

(CBF) is a consequence and persistence of information filtering 

research. It constructs the recommendation based on the corre-

lation between difference resources. In content-based recom-

mendation systems, resources are described as a vector of 

attributes. The system then learns a profile of the user‘s inter-

ests based on the features presented in the objects the user has 

rated. When making a prediction on the customers‘ prefe-

rences, the system analyzes the relationship between the 

products rated by the users and other products by calculating 

the similarity between their attribute vectors. In our healthy 

eating recommendation system the healthy eating dataset first 

apply to the content base filter it analysis the user behavior or 

the content of dataset for example the whether the user is ve-

getarian or suffering from some kind of diseases. The content 

base filters analysis the user profile. For classifying data we 

apply the decision rule mining on user access pattern. We ap-

ply the ID3 algorithm for classify the data. Decision rule min-

ing construct the rule that is apply on user access pattern and 

generate the result. The output of the content base filter is the 

food that is beneficial for your health. For improving the accu-

racy of the system we apply bagging on user access patter. 

2.4 Data Base Design and Implementation with Web 

Based User Interface 

In healthy diet recommendation system framework, database 

using the Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) 

is designed and constructed. This database stores the URLs 

(i.e., Web pages), keywords for the Web pages, the recom-

mended set of rules from content-based filtering, user login 

information, and user profiles. MySQL provides a multi-

threaded, multi-user, and robust SQL (Structured Query Lan-

guage) database management system, which is suitable for the 

application of recommender systems.   
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The User and Recommender system interaction of                    

via HTTP 

   

Decision Rule Mining 

Recommendation systems are used to predict the desire value. 

By applying the data mining algorithm on data set in recom-

mendation system predict the data according to the user pre-

ference. Prediction can be categorized into: classification, den-

sity estimation and regression. In classification, the predicted 

variable is a binary or categorical variable. Various well-liked 

decision tree classification methods include decision trees, 

logistic regression and support vector machines.  

We defined decision tree is a tree in which each branch node 

symbolize a preference between a number of substitute, and 

each leaf node correspond to a decision. Decision tree are gen-

erally used for gaining information for the reason of decision -

making. It starts with a root node on which it is for users to 

acquire actions. From this node, users split each node recur-

sively according to decision tree learning algorithm. The final 

result is a decision tree in which each branch represents a 

possible scenario of decision and its outcome. There are vari-

ous decision tree classification algorithm are used like ID3, 

C4.5, C5.0 etc we work on ID3 and C4.5 the basic decision tree 

learning algorithm used for classify data. 

1. Apply Decision Tree Rule Mining on Recom-

mendation System 

The performance of healthy diet recommendation system used 

the ID3 and C4.5 decision tree classification algorithm for clas-

sify the healthy diet data set. First the content base filters anal-

ysis the user access pattern. Content base filter analyzed the 

user profile whether the user vegetarian or non vegetarian, 

suffering from some kind of diseases etc are analyzed. 

Then according to the user profile healthy diet data set is clas-

sified by the decision rule mining. It trains the data set and 

generate rule according to the user access pattern. In recom-

mendation system we use the ID3 decision rule mining for 

mining the data and generate rule. These rules are applied on 

healthy diet data set and suggest food which is beneficial for 

your health. For performance analysis we calculate the accura-

cy of the system with ID3 and then compare the accuracy of 

ID3 with C4.5. For improving the performance of the system 

we apply bagging with ID3.   

RESULT ANALYSIS 

In the performance analysis of healthy diet recommendation 

system decision tree first get the data from content base filter. 

In the implementation phase we first select the data set then 

the generated rule. Then these rules are applied into the 

healthy diet recommendation data set. After applying the rule 

admin selects the profile where we want to apply rule.  Once 

the profile selected the rules are applied and according to the 

user profile the food is suggested. Then we apply the rules on 

and analysis the system. 

 

Comparative Analysis of ID3 and C4.5 In terms of Accuracy 
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Compare Time Complexity of ID3 and C4.5 
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4.1 Reason behind taking ID3 algorithm for classifying data 

 

The result analysis shows that ID3 works in each instance of 

data it‘s also work properly when the number of instance are 

increase. As compare to C4.5 ID3 with bagging provide more 

accurate result .Classification accuracy   is higher. C4.5 con-

struct tree in less time as compare to ID3 but will not work on 

each instance. ID3 work on each instance and gives more accu-

rate result after applying bagging accuracy is increased. 

 

4.2 Conclusion of the result analysis 

 

First the recommendation system suggests the food that is 

beneficial for your health then show the comparative analysis 

of two decision tree classification algorithms in terms of accu-

racy. For improving the performances of the system bagging is 

applied. The comparative study of the system shows that after 

applying bagging it gives more accurate result.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Performance analysis of healthy diet recommendation system 

recommends the food that is beneficial for your health. We 

acquire people eating habit data in the database which could 

track people‘s recipe record. Then we introduce a web data 

mining solution to e-commerce to discover hidden patterns 

and business strategies from their customer and web data, 

implement a new framework based on data mining technolo-

gy and build healthy eating recommendation system. Finally 

we give out personalized recommendations for each person. 

The system contains two domains (Administrator and mem-

ber). At the administrator‘s end we design a model that helps 

to get rules for the large data set for food test it over random 

values. Administrator applies these rules over the all members 

(user‘s profile) to get suggestion for healthy food. User man-

age their account, health and medical profile(that are input 

attributes for our data mining rules set)Finally get suggested 

diet .If member update their health and medical profile the 

diet suggestion also update according to attributes. 
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